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Brett Bailey (born ) is a playwright, artist, designer, play director, festival curator and the artistic director of the group
Third World Bun Fight. He was the.

Mass burial sites uncovered these children who had been treated appallingly and had passed. It went to
Ireland, very much on the quiet, but there was not a very large black of mixed race community [where it
went]. A lot more people began to speak out. A minute finale played by a quartet of electric rock musicians
builds from a melancholically cinematic intro, to a decibel orgasmic crescendo. Some bookers on the
international circuit have expressed concerns over the avant-garde nature of his website itself an expression of
his complex humour â€” I highly recommend spending some time on it. At around the time we were in
Ireland, the story broke about many women in the early s who had fallen pregnant to black men, had been
held, and had their children taken away. So when people talk about who makes art, access to art, access to
funding and education we are never going back to the beginning to understand why that is. It comes down to
what are we demanding of our arts and cultural spaces, what we want from them. It has made me hyper aware
of the lack of space and opportunity to have these conversations and how desperately we need them. Who is at
the helm of censorship? There is a moral imperative to tackle the pressing issues of our day, and to ask artists
to apply themselves to these. Johns in the Transkei. The audience's emotional and intellectual journey through
works were physically manifest in the installations Blood Diamonds: Terminal and Exhibit A: Deutsch
Sudwestafrika. But what people failed to realise was [while] I was the face of the campaign, I started the
petition and led the campaign it was owned by the whole black community â€” pan-African, Christian,
Muslim, LGBT, young, old, celebrities. Case Studies. Offers no tangible positive social outcome to challenge
racism and oppression. It birthed a lot of new activists and Exhibit B became a movement. We have this
notion that an alcoholic can hold their booze, when perhaps what actually drives you towards a certain
substance is a having a low tolerance for it, because its effects will be far more profound. In all his work,
Bailey wrestles with human relationships to power; he often creates dictator characters and explores their
abuses of power or marginalized people and communities and the systems that oppress them. But if the
prospect of a minute slot in a scratch night makes Bailey want to blow chunks, I wonder why the hell he puts
himself through performing anything. She is the author of a monograph about the intersections of whiteness,
masculinity, national identity, and performance in South Africa, Performing Whitely in the Postcolony and
Magnet Theatre: Three Decades of Making Space , a collection of essays and interviews about Cape
Town-based Magnet Theatre.


